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III. Brief Overview
Research on evaluation (RoE) is systematic inquiry about the inputs into evaluations, the
context within which evaluations are conducted, evaluation activities, evaluation outcomes, professional issues, and the implications of the findings on these topics for our understanding of
evaluation theory, methods, and practice. In recent years, the breadth and growth of RoE has
been well documented; for example, of the American Journal of Evaluation (AJE) articles reviewed for the period 1998—2011, 37% were instances of RoE (Brandon, Vallin, & Philippoff,
2012). The breadth of RoE is reflected in 11 systematic reviews of the RoE literature published
in AJE since 2004. Summarizing the reviews of the RoE conducted during a period of about 30
years, King and Stevahn (2013) concluded, “Even as we acknowledge the relative limitations of
the existing research base, taken together these syntheses provide direction for program evaluators who want their use-oriented practice to be evidence-based” (p. 60). Other manifestations of
RoE as a growing endeavor abound: Mark’s (2008) framework for conceptualizing and conducting RoE is increasingly cited in the literature; Cousins and Chouinard (2012) produced a full

book summarizing the RoE literature on participatory evaluation; the American Evaluation Association sponsors the RoE Topical Interest Group; and the American Educational Research Association sponsors the RoE Special Interest Group, which annually issues an award honoring a
leading RoE researcher. (Of the authors of chapters in this proposed New Directions for Evaluation [NDE] RoE issue, two are recipients of the award.) In eight chapters, the authors of the issue
proposed here will cover RoE context, practice, methods, effects, capacity building, and training,
with some chapters providing the results of original research. This coverage addresses four of the
topics (methodological focus, professional practice, theoretical focus, and exemplary studies)
given in the list of types of NDE issues in the journal’s Proposal Submission Guidelines. Furthermore, the issue will address NDE’s call for presenting original RoE (Brandon, 2013).

IV. Justification
Scope
Worthen (1990) stated, “Since the early 1970s, Stufflebeam, Worthen and Sanders, Smith,
and others have issued a call for evaluation to be researched to develop an adequate knowledge
base to guide evaluation practice” (p. 46). This call for research has continued (Alkin, 2003;
Brandon & Ah Sam, in press; Cousins & Chouinard, 2012; Cousins & Earl, 1995; Henry &
Mark, 2003; Mark, 2008; Smith, 1993). Numerous suggestions have been made. Smith (1993)
suggested that studies of practice can lead to descriptive theories of practice. Mark (2008) encouraged RoE studies about evaluation context, activities, consequences, and professional issues.
Stufflebeam and Shinkfield (2007) listed RoE topics including, among others, the effects of
stakeholder involvement on evaluation use, the effects of evaluator-stakeholder collaboration on
use, the study of politics in evaluations, the effects of evaluations of program implementation,
and a number of methodological issues. These topics fall within the four general categories of
evaluation practice (including context and politics), evaluation methods, the profession of evaluation, and evaluation theory—the coverage of the NDE issue that we are proposing here.
The contributors to this proposed NDE issue intend to broaden the RoE literature further in
eight chapters. The first two chapters will be reports of original research on RoE. They will discuss previously published RoE, its implication for evaluators and future RoE, and evaluators perspectives on RoE:
 Ch. 1: Overview of Published Research on Evaluation (Vallin, Philippoff, & Brandon).
 Ch. 2: Evaluators’ Perceptions of Published Research on Evaluation (Lewis, Ah Sam,
Harrison, & Brandon).
The third through the fifth chapters will address the settings within which RoE happens, how it
might be conducted, and its effects:
 Ch. 3: Advancing Research on Evaluation Through the Study of Evaluation Context (Vo
& Christie).
 Ch. 4: Using Design Research to Research and Develop Evaluation Practice (Smith).
 Ch. 5: Assessing the Non-Academic Impact of Research on Evaluation (Cousins, Svensson, Szijarto, Pinsent, Andrew, & Sylvestre).
The sixth and seventh chapters will present the results of original RoE studies about learning
evaluation:
 Ch. 6: Evaluation Capacity Building of Both Program Personnel and Evaluators in a
Stakeholder-Based Evaluation (Lawton, Seraphin, Philippoff, Vallin, Harrison, &
Cooper).
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Ch. 7: Evaluation Education: The State and Role of Evaluation Certificate Programs
(Lavelle).
The final chapter will wrap up the discussion with prognostications about the future:
 Ch. 8: The Future of Research on Evaluation (Azzam).

Novelty and Timeliness
Evaluation (particularly program evaluation) is an empirical endeavor that uses systematic
procedures to gather and provide evidence about the merit, worth, value, significance, and utility
of evaluands. As an evidence-collecting and evidence-providing practice, it might be thought that
the theory, methods, and practice of evaluation are themselves solidly based on the empirical
study of evaluation. Evaluation, and the evaluands it examines, however, come in many sizes,
scopes, purposes, and organizational, political, cultural, and societal contexts, making it complex
and expensive to examine evaluation empirically. Furthermore, little funding to examine evaluation empirically has been available. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, RoE was conducted at the
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, led by Nick L. Smith, one of the contributors to this
proposed issue, and at the University of California at Los Angeles, led by Marvin Alkin and others. The National Science Foundation has funded two programs for examining evaluation empirically, the Evaluative Research and Evaluation Capacity Building program in the early 2000s
and, currently, the Promoting Research on Innovative Methodologies for Evaluation program.
Much of the other RoE has been done by individual academics. King and Stevahn (2013) stated
that the dearth of RoE might also be due to the relative newness of the discipline and profession;
disagreements about the definition, purpose, and methods of professional evaluation; and the
practical nature of evaluation, which limits the likelihood of systematic research and theory
building on the topic.
Fortunately, RoE has been increasing over the years. Many studies have continued to be ad
hoc, driven in part by academic publishing requirements. Some evaluators conduct small add-on
RoE studies to their evaluations (Brandon, 2012) such as examining evaluation use, conducting
research on stakeholder involvement, or reporting on the degree of success of applying an evaluation approach such as empowerment evaluation. RoE that addresses evaluation methods is also
widespread; evaluators often publish the instruments that they have developed and validated in
their evaluation studies, and work on experimental design is active and expanding (e.g., Cook,
Shadish, & Wong, 2008).
The proposed issue will report on recent efforts on RoE and expand the breadth of the literature. This will be a novel contribution, in that it will be the first NDE issue devoted to the topic;
indeed, apart from many narrative case reflections on evaluation practice, little original RoE has
been reported in NDE issues. The findings reported in this issue will not only add to our understanding of evaluation practice, methods, theory, and the profession, they will also serve as exemplars of various types of RoE. The proposed issue will represent a timely coming of age of
RoE—a manifestation of the possibility of publishing entire volumes on the topic and serving as
a motivator for others to do the same in other venues.

Quality
The quality of the proposed issue is demonstrated by its content and by its lineup of authors.
The content will address the major components of the evaluation discipline: theory, methods,
practice, and professional issues. The chapters will use a variety of research methods, cover both
narrow and broad topics, and serve as exemplars for different types of RoE. The authors include
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seasoned evaluators, including those who initiated early efforts at conducting RoE and have long
called for more, researchers whose regular workload includes considerable RoE, and newcomers
who have fresh insights as researchers focusing on evaluation topics. Graduate students in particular might find the issue useful as they develop their own research agendas in evaluation.

Audience
Evaluators of all stripes are likely to find the chapters in the proposed issue to be of value.
Researchers conducting empirical studies will learn about the existing coverage of RoE topics in
the literature, gaps in the coverage, designs that they might use, their peers’ preferences for
methods in RoE studies, as well as findings of RoE useful in their own practice and teaching.
Evaluation practitioners and teachers will be able to add to the body of knowledge about evaluation context, RoE design, evaluation capacity building, evaluation certificate programs, and the
effects of RoE outside of academia.

Level of Presentation
The research reported here will be accessible to anyone with a minimal knowledge of evaluation and research methods, yet intriguing to the most sophisticated evaluators and researchers.
The methods of the research reported here will include literature reviews, Internet searches,
online questionnaire surveys, case studies of evaluation practice, and peer-debriefing, thus making the issue agreeable to evaluators steeped in either quantitative or qualitative approaches.
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2. Abstract
For many years, major figures in evaluation have called for more research on evaluation
(RoE). We propose a New Directions for Evaluation issue that will broaden the discussion of
RoE. The proposed issue will include chapters on
 the results of original research about the extent to which RoE has been published in the
American Journal of Evaluation, as well as a description of the major characteristics of
the research;
 the results of a survey to be conducted on evaluators’ knowledge of, attitudes toward, beliefs about, and uses of published RoE;
 research on evaluation context;
 an approach for studying evaluation practice;
 a model for examining the non-academic effects of RoE;
 original RoE capacity building and training (two chapters); and
 the future of RoE.
The research methods reported in the chapters include literature reviews and Internet searches, an
online questionnaire survey, and a reflective case narrative. The proposed issue addresses the
impetus to include more original RoE in NDE and should help move the conversation on RoE
forward.

3. Chapter information, with a separate section for each chapter.
Chapter 1
a. Title: An Overview of the Research on Evaluation Published in the American Journal of
Evaluation
b. Authors
Lisa M. Vallin
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
College of Education
Curriculum Research & Development Group
1776 University Avenue, Castle Memorial Hall
Honolulu, HI 96822-2463
(808) 956-4920
vallin@hawaii.edu
Joanna K. Philippoff
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
College of Education
Curriculum Research & Development Group
1776 University Avenue, Castle Memorial Hall
Honolulu, HI 96822-2463
(808) 956-4920
philippo@hawaii.edu
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University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
College of Education
Curriculum Research & Development Group
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c. Description
For decades, many contributors to the evaluation literature have called for conducting empirical research on evaluation (RoE) and decried the lack of such studies. However, with some exceptions about particular evaluation domains (e.g., Cousins & Chouinard, 2012), the actual prevalence of RoE studies has not been carefully documented empirically. Our purpose in this chapter is to address this deficit by documenting the number, research topics, designs, data-collection
methods, and professional domains of a body of published RoE studies. This chapter builds on
the results of an earlier, unpublished review of 586 articles in the American Journal of Evaluation (AJE) from 1998 through 2011, in which we identified 219 articles as RoE. We chose to examine AJE because the journal is the flagship publication of the leading evaluation organization.
We chose 1998—the year the journal changed its name from Evaluation Practice to American
Journal of Evaluation—as the starting date for our review because people in academic positions,
who are the most motivated and have the most time to produce original RoE, are more likely to
have chosen the journal for publishing their work after the name change.
To date, we have examined every article in the journal during the selected period except book
reviews, editorial notes, and other obviously non-research pieces. We identified the articles that
were RoE and classified them by research design. The design categories include single case
study; multiple case study; cross-sectional; longitudinal; time series; posttest only, nonrandomized; posttest only, randomized; pre-post non-randomized; pre-post randomized; simulation; instrument or method demonstration, development, or validation; oral history; metaevaluation; non-systematic literature review; systematic literature review; literature review,
method unknown; bibliometric study; reflective narrative; and other. This categorization schema
reflects a broad definition of RoE; oral histories, for example, might include previously unpublished discussions of evaluation theory, methods, practice, or the profession. Furthermore,
reflective narratives typically include the results of evaluators’ ruminations on topics or events
that they believe can contribute novel, confirmatory, or disconfirmatory results to the literature.
We distinguished among reflective narratives and single or multiple case studies by whether they
included descriptions of methods and the use of multiple methods (topics that are ignored in reflective narrative studies).
In the second phase of the review, which we will conduct for this chapter, we will further
classify the articles according to the domain in which they were conducted (education, public
health, criminal justice, and so forth), the research topics that the studies addressed, and the study
data-collection methods. We will cross-reference the topics with research designs and discuss the
implications of these findings, raising awareness about evaluation purpose within current disciplines and the intersection of these categories.
The substantial number of RoE articles that we identified in AJE confirms our impression
that considerable work on the topic has been conducted. Evaluators writing in AJE have found
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many instances in which they have deemed it fit to share their findings and insights about evaluation. Our results show a slightly increasing number of RoE articles across the years. The increase
was greatest in the first half of the first decade of the century and has slowed somewhat since
then. This increase might reflect the expanding awareness of AJE as a source for presenting RoE
in a reputable journal with a growing impact factor. The relatively large proportion of articles
about instruments and methods reflects, we think, how evaluation is a growing discipline, with a
steady stream of new instruments and an evolving methodological base.
The designs that we included in the schema for categorizing articles range from carefully designed studies using rigorous methods to personal reflections. The hope of an empiricist seeking
strong findings might be that the bulk of the studies would include more of the former than the
latter. However, of the 219 articles that we have classified as RoE to date, 73% are reports of
single case studies, of evaluation instruments or methods, or reports of the reflections of evaluators about their work. An additional 16% are the reports of literature reviews, multiple-case studies, or oral histories. Very few of the other types of designs are found. These results suggest that
the literature is replete with studies, largely descriptive, of evaluation practices and methods
without manipulating variables, following cases over time, conducting simulations of evaluation
scenarios, and so forth. However, the number of literature reviews, particularly in the most recent
time period that we examined, is heartening to us. A strong case can be made that evaluation has
moved past an era of the development of new models and approaches. The models and approaches that have appeared in recent years have tended to be variations on the themes of those
developed earlier. The literature should have sufficiently matured, with numerous articles on topics, to warrant trying to summarize across it. A cursory review (Brandon, 2012), however, suggests that the findings of some of the reviews tend to be speculative or scattered because the
studies that are reviewed are disparate or because the reviewed studies have conflicting findings.
Given the dearth of rigorously designed and rigorously conducted studies and concerns about
the ability to draw valid conclusions from many of them, backed up with evidence from literature
reviews that evaluation studies are difficult to summarize, some might doubt the value in extending our review on RoE to other journals. We suggest, however, that the steps reported in the
chapter proposed here could serve as the foundation for a comprehensive effort that might prove
beneficial to evaluators in several ways. Were a complete accounting of the RoE in the major
evaluation journals to be conducted, with a listing of some of the categories addressed in this paper, a database might emerge that would be a significantly useful resource to evaluators searching for advice and guidance about how to address evaluation issues or seeking conclusions
known empirically about evaluation issues. Developing such a database would be a major endeavor, and funding sources for it do not readily come to mind, but having what would essentially be an electronic version of an annotated bibliography might assist the profession and discipline in numerous ways. We will offer our results as the first step in developing this bibliography.
References
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Chapter 2
a. Title: Evaluators’ Perceptions of Published Research on Evaluation
b. Authors
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c. Description:
Research on evaluation (RoE) is a burgeoning endeavor. With some exceptions, however,
such as a review of the American Journal of Evaluation to identify RoE articles (Brandon, Vallin, & Philippoff, 2012) and a report of the results of an RoE needs assessment survey (Szanyi,
Azzam, & Galen, 2012), little research on RoE has been conducted. Little is known, for example,
about evaluators’ knowledge of RoE, their attitudes toward it, their beliefs about its importance,
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and how much they apply its results in their practice or teaching. In addition, little is known
about the extent to which evaluators’ knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and reported use of RoE varies by demographic characteristic.
In this chapter, we will help address this deficit by reporting the methods and results of an
online questionnaire survey investigating evaluators’ perceptions of RoE. Our intent in this chapter is to improve the field’s understanding of how the body of RoE is perceived and potentially
put into use by evaluators and teachers of evaluation.
Background and Research Questions
The large and increasing number of RoE articles suggests there is increasing interest in this
research endeavor. In a review of all the articles in the American Journal of Evaluation (AJE)
from 1998 through 2011, Brandon et al. (2012) classified 219 (37.4%) articles as RoE. (An updated and expanded report of this review will be reported in the chapter of this proposed journal
issue by Vallin, Philippoff, & Brandon.) The number of RoE articles increased every year except
one, with 48% of the 219 articles published in the final five years of the period examined. Most
of the research designs reported in the 219 articles identified in Brandon et al. (2012) were one of
six design types: single case studies (27%); research on the methods of evaluation, here considered a “design” in a loose sense (26%), reflective case narratives—retrospective essay-like pieces reporting on aspects of evaluation (19%); systematic literature reviews (7%); multiple case
studies (5%); and oral histories (5%).With this large and varied set of RoE articles, practitioners
and educators have the opportunity to draw from this literature to inform their practice.
Even though the body of RoE is growing, there is a lack of empirical research on evaluators’
degree of attention to the research, their attitudes toward it or beliefs about it, and their application of its findings. We seek to address this deficit by conducting a survey study addressing three
research questions:
1) To what extent do the respondents report knowing about RoE, and how does this vary
within demographic characteristics?
2) What are the respondents’ attitudes toward and beliefs about RoE, and how do they vary
within demographic characteristics?
3) To what extent do the respondents report applying the results of RoE in their practice,
teaching, or understanding of evaluation, and how does this vary within demographic characteristics?
Methods
We will develop a survey questionnaire and distribute it online. The questionnaire will be
brief to help ensure a high response rate. The instructions to the participants will include a guiding definition of RoE. To help ensure commonalities in the respondents’ view of our conceptualization of RoE, the most common types of designs used in the RoE literature will be described.
For each of the three research questions, we will ask the respondents sets of Likert-scale questions (forming three unidimensional scales) about the topics addressed in the questions. Nuances
about how to address the topics will emerge as we prepare and pilot-test items. We will include
an open-ended question asking for any additional information the respondents might wish to report as a follow-up to their responses to the scale items. We will conclude with demographic
questions about gender, years of evaluation experience, the settings in which evaluators work
(university, community, or corporate), and so forth.
The authors will pay significant attention to item development and modification. We will
prepare draft items for each research question and pilot test the items in cognitive interviewing
(think-aloud) exercises in person with at least five participants and online with a group of ap10

proximately 50 respondents. Participants will be recruited from among evaluation educators and
practicing evaluators in a variety of professional settings. Reviews by potential respondents will
help increase the quality of the questionnaire items and the credibility of our results. The items
will be revised, as appropriate, based on the results of pilot-testing.
Survey respondents will be recruited via email from the membership of the American Evaluation Association, which currently has approximately 8,000 members, and the Canadian Evaluation Society, which has about 2,000 members. We will limit the respondents to North Americans
so as to reduce the heterogeneity of the sample. We will send emails, with a maximum of three
follow-ups, during recruitment. Based on the recent example of Szanyi et al. (2012), we expect
to have over 1,000 volunteer participants—a sufficient number for acceptably small standard errors of the mean. IRB approval will be obtained from the University of Hawai‘i review board.
The participants will be informed of the purposes, methods, and uses of the study and will be required to consent to the study before proceeding. Responses will be collected using SurveyMonkey or similar software.
In the analyses, we will produce descriptive statistics and examine the differences among
groups in analyses of variance. We will identify themes in the responses to the open-ended question in content analyses using a grounded-theory approach.
Implications
The findings of our study will have the potential to contribute to the continuing evolution of
RoE in significant ways. The proposed study will increase our understanding of how RoE is perceived and used by those practicing and teaching evaluation. Identification and incorporation of
this knowledge into future RoE is likely to lead to greater effects of RoE, including, but not limited to, development and publication of studies that are more likely to be read by evaluators, an
increase in the number of RoE studies that are read by evaluators, and a proliferation in the application of RoE. The responses will also likely reveal the extent to which RoE is being used by
practitioners and whether this use depends on demographic and professional characteristics,
which may inform future RoE endeavors seeking to appeal to broad or to specific audiences. In
addition to positioning researchers to be able to increase the effects of RoE, the findings are also
likely to signify additional research questions that will be important to consider in establishing a
research agenda for research on RoE.
References
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c. Description
Research on evaluation (RoE) is a sub-field within the evaluation discipline that takes the
systematic examination of the field’s theories, methods, and practices as its focus. Systematic
studies of evaluation practice, however, are particularly challenging, perhaps because practice is
often contextually bound. It follows, then, that we need an improved understanding of context to
better understand practice. But, the notion of evaluation context itself needs to be unpacked.
A few operational definitions of “evaluation context” have been offered in the literature. The
clearest is perhaps Greene’s (2005), who referred to context as “the setting within which the
evaluand (the program, policy, or product being evaluated) and thus the evaluation are situated”
(p. 83). Earlier writings on this topic tended to be more specific and explored particular aspects
of context that affected evaluation use, including stakeholder engagement and decision-making
(see, for example, Patton, 1976; Stufflebeam, 1968, 1971; Stake, 1974, 1980; Weiss, 1972, 1973;
Wholey, 1979, 1987).
While there has been longstanding interest in evaluation context, conceptual exploration and
systematic investigation of context are recent developments. Rog (2012) and Vo (2013), for example, have independently developed frameworks for understanding the complexity of context
(see also Alkin, 2012). Fitzpatrick, Christie, and Mark’s (2009) collection of interviews with
evaluators reflecting upon the ways in which they have responded to and addressed challenges
that surfaced in practice is an example of such interest. Azzam’s (2010) investigation of evaluators’ responsiveness to various stakeholder groups and their expectations is yet another example
of the field’s desire to better understand context’s influence on practice (see also Chouinard &
Cousins, 2009; Christie, 2003; Rog, 2009).
Although there seems to be universal agreement in the field that context matters, we have yet
to fully understand how it matters. For this reason, issues explored in this chapter are guided by
these questions: What are some of the challenges associated with studying context and how
might they be addressed? What are the implications for future RoE studies when context becomes the focus of an investigative endeavor? We argue that several obstacles contribute to the
challenge of understanding context, one of which has to do with how embedded it is in evaluation practice and that one of the ways in which this challenge can be addressed is perhaps
through the methodological choices made when studying context. We also outline some implications for approaching the study of context in this way on the RoE enterprise below.
Perhaps one of the greatest challenges encountered in the practice of evaluation is that the
evaluand can be just about anything—a program, policy, consumer product, curriculum, etc. In
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the same vein, no two evaluands—even if they are of the same kind—are alike, perhaps because
no two sets of contextual conditions can be exactly the same. Thus, when the need to conduct
evaluation also requires explicit consideration for context, what quickly becomes apparent are
not only reasons why evaluation is a challenging task to undertake, but perhaps more importantly
how closely connected context is to evaluation practice, as well as systematic examinations of it.
For example, context affects various aspects of an evaluation, including decisions about design
and method choice, ways in which findings are communicated, as well as its perceived credibility (Julnes & Rog, 2008). Each of these elements could be an object of study in its own right, and
each will pose a set of unique challenges during the investigative process. Issues about an evaluation’s perceived credibility, for instance, are particularly challenging to tease apart in a systematic fashion because not only are they deeply embedded within context, but they are also intimately related to issues of culture—that is, the culture of stakeholders, evaluators, as well as the
local and broader communities from which these individuals come (Mertens, 2008). Thus, the
question then becomes, How do we best deal with a construct that is so complex and is often
conflated with other equally complex aspects of evaluation?
Like many areas of evaluation, research on context is a nascent area of scholarship within the
evaluation field. As such, one of the ways in which the challenge described above could be addressed is through the initial use of non-inferential research methods to understand the nature and
influence of context on practice. Use of descriptive methods to gain a deeper understanding of
context is critical because we are only starting to develop an understanding of this area. Inference-based methods at such an early stage of the inquiry process may lead to interesting findings,
but would be slightly premature because they are more likely to be revised as context is better
understood.
With this in mind, Rog’s (2012) and Vo’s (2013) context frameworks inspire a number of
possible investigations. One such study, which could be carried out using either framework,
might include a document analysis of evaluation reports where the unit of analysis would be the
extent to which operational dimensions of context (e.g., scale, budget, etc.) were considered in
the written evaluation. Subsequent investigations may dig deeper and attempt to shed light on
other contextual dimensions—such as beliefs, values, assumptions, and norms of individuals and
groups who are involved with the evaluand. Concept mapping, network analysis, and observation
and interview methods could be helpful for such an endeavor.
Shifting the investigative lens on to context has conceptual, methodological, and disciplinary
implications for the evaluation field. For example, we can reasonably anticipate that continued
RoE context will likely lead to the refinement of existing (Rog, 2012; Vo, 2013) as well as the
development of new conceptual frameworks of context. Development and refinement of more
sophisticated descriptive methods could also be expected. Finally, as these bodies of conceptual
and methodological literatures continue to grow and inform the RoE enterprise, the field will
likely move toward increased intra- and interdisciplinary collaboration.
Due to the paucity of RoE studies, issues related to the study of context have yet to be examined in the fashion proposed here. As such, this chapter highlights and anticipates possible obstacles, solutions, and directions for future RoE work. Perhaps more importantly, it also outlines the
ways in which RoE can be a tangible contribution to the field’s practitioners as well as scholars.
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c. Description
In contrast to current approaches to research on evaluation (RoE), I present in this chapter an
alternative conceptualization of the nature of evaluation practice and then propose the methods
of design research as a suitable way to both study and develop evaluation practice under this alternative view. The following points will be elaborated on in the full chapter.
An overview of current RoE illustrates that most of the studies employ such methods as
large-scale, self-report surveys of evaluators about their practices, reviews of published evaluation studies, critiques of collections of evaluation reports, and similar approaches. There are benefits to these types of studies: They provide descriptive information about common practices,
provoke questions about practice, provide for characterization of the profession, and provide for
some level of public accountability. However, these types of studies have several limitations, including inadequate coverage of actual practice, reliance on unsubstantiated evaluator self-report,
and perhaps most seriously, the inherent inability of the results to inform improvements in actual
practice.
Current research is generally predicated on the view of evaluation practice as a kind of intervention in which researchers ask about common practices (shared approaches), emphasizing ingredients (the tools evaluators use), and looking for general effects (common likely outcomes).
Many of those conducting RoE are themselves evaluators, and they seem to adopt the approach
that researching practice is the same as evaluating a program: What are its components? How is
it implemented? What are its effects? An alternative is to view evaluation practice not as an intervention to be evaluated, but as a performance to be investigated. Under this second view,
evaluation practice is a case-based performance in which actions are contextualized, process is
emphasized, and specific effects are of concern.
I believe that this view of evaluation practice as a case-based performance rather than a generalized intervention is evidenced in the large number of reflective self-report narratives produced by evaluation practitioners: Practitioners implicitly view evaluation practice as a casebased performance. A review of these reflective narratives begins to uncover what is needed if
researchers are to use case-based studies to improve individual evaluator performance.
There is available a group of designs that enable researchers to move from case-based
knowledge to generalized performance solutions, known as design research or design-based research. Design research combines scientific investigation with systematic development and im15

plementation of solutions to address practical problems. It comprises an iterative process of design, development, testing, reflection, and redesign, used within stages of protocol development,
field testing, user studies, and dissemination. Studies are conducted in applied settings in order to
develop usable and effective solutions. The research is also structured to produce theoretical
knowledge for use in understanding commonalities among problems of practice and general
principles underlying their solution.
In concluding the chapter, I will examine the ways in which design research can be used in
the simultaneous research and development of evaluation practice, including likely costs, benefits, and limitations. Design research provides a means of developing better case-based practice
while at the same time developing improved generic models of best practice. Instead of only descriptively studying evaluation as it is currently done, or comparing and evaluating existing approaches, researchers should also consider forms of research that enable us to develop new forms
of case-based evaluation while at the same time developing deeper knowledge about evaluation
practice more generally. Current approaches emphasize descriptive research on existing practice;
design research emphasizes developmental research to create future practice. Together, they offer research on evaluation practice and research for evaluation practice.
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c. Description
Calls for more and better research on evaluation (RoE) have been sounded for some 20
years now (e.g., Smith, 1993), and the recent appearance of several significant integrations of
empirical research suggests that interest in RoE is on the rise (e.g., Brandon & Singh, 2009;
Cousins & Chouinard, 2012; Labin, Duffy, Meyers, Wandersman, & Lesesne, 2012). While
many empirical studies on evaluation and syntheses of such studies result in implications for
evaluation policy and practice, to date there has been little attention devoted to tracking the nonacademic impact of RoE. The present chapter will present a strategy for assessing the impact of
RoE on evaluation policy and practice.
In our recent review of empirical research on participatory evaluation (Cousins & Chouinard,
2012), we identified 121 studies published in peer-reviewed outlets over the past fifteen years.
Regardless of methodological approach, virtually all of the studies generated implications for
participatory evaluation practice, typically in the form of lessons learned. While such wisdom
can and should be used to inform evaluation theory (Smith, 1993), such lessons are most often
directly relevant to practicing evaluators and in some cases evaluation policymakers. Lessons of
this sort, however, are not restricted to research on participatory evaluation. Despite the availability of a growing body of practical advice arising from RoE, to what extent has the field capitalized on this advice?
When we talk about evaluation practice, we are most often referring to the practice of doing
evaluation, but this is not necessarily the only form of practice. We can also think about the practice of evaluation capacity building and training and what research has to offer in this regard
(e.g., Labin et al., 2012). Another dimension of practice is evaluation policy. According to
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Trochim (2009), “An evaluation policy is any rule or principle that a group or organization uses
to guide its decisions and actions when doing evaluation” (p. 32). Recognizing that policy has
profound effects on evaluation practice, Trochim makes a cogent argument that evaluation policy
needs to be informed by practice, and, in doing so, he privileges a role for RoE. Research, according to Trochim, can evaluate approaches to policy development and inform taxonomies and
audit methodologies. Despite the compelling arguments made, what evidence do we have that
RoE has been effective in shaping policy debates and assessing evaluation policy effectiveness?
Perhaps more importantly, how would we know?
In applied research in the social sciences, implications for policy and practice are becoming
increasingly valued by research funding agencies and granting councils (e.g., Davies, Nutley &
Walters, 2005; Huberman, 1994; National Science Foundation, 2013; Wixted & Beaudry, 2012),
and such bodies are commonly interested in tracking the non-academic impact of research. Davies et al. (2005) reported on the results of a symposium sponsored by the United Kingdom’s
Social and Economic Research Council designed to explore alternative ways of assessing the
non-academic impact of social sciences research. They discussed the possibilities of tracking
‘forward’ (assessing the path of research leading to impacts) or ‘backward’ (tracking research
after a change has already occurred) to inform research impact assessment. Essential to these approaches is the conscious development of mapping processes through which impact is expected
to occur, thereby informing the identification of indicators and sources for data collection.
More recently, this same group developed a compendium of knowledge mobilization models
(Davies, Powell, Ward & Smith, 2011). Considered were a variety of “push” (researcheroriginating) and “pull” (user-originating) models of knowledge transfer and exchange. In reviewing the choices available, there are compelling reasons to believe that models that favor heightened interaction and exchange between researcher and user communities are likely to be more
effective than push or pull models. These models feature such elements as knowledge brokers,
change agents, in-person assistance, and other strategies to enhance interaction between
knowledge producer and user communities. Given the range of roles and possibilities for exchange and interaction, the evaluation of such approaches is complex and challenging (Ward,
House & Hamer, 2009).
Recently, we considered seriously the problem of the evaluation of knowledge mobilization, or “knowledge for action” (KfA) (Cousins et al., 2013). We concluded that effective approaches to the evaluation of KfA need to take into account the interaction between knowledge
producer and knowledge user communities and the need to track knowledge transfer, exchange,
and co-creation. Given these considerations, a class of evaluation approaches that consider program theory emerged as a reasonable choice. One such approach—contribution analysis (Mayne,
2001, 2011)—seems particularly well-suited to the challenge.
Contribution analysis is an evaluation approach where an explicitly delineated theory-ofchange (ToC) guides the identification and collection of evidence in support of telling the causal
performance story. In contribution analysis, the emphasis is on assessing contribution rather than
attribution. Similar to logic models, the ToC includes elements and suggested relationships
among them, a flow of activities, outputs and results. Of particular interest in the ToC are the
mechanisms through which causal effects are expected to take place and, most importantly, the
assumptions (and risks) that need to be in place for expected causal relations to hold.
In the present paper we draw on guidance from contribution analysis to develop a ToC for
RoE. The ToC includes considerations of RoE knowledge creation, linkage mechanisms, user
community, and downstream consequences. The knowledge creation element draws on Mark’s
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(2008) conceptual framework for empirical inquiry on evaluation, specifically, in terms of research problem identification (focus on context, methodology, consequences, or professional issues) and inquiry modes (description, classification, causal analysis, values inquiry). The paper
describes and justifies the ToC and concludes with guidance for its development and use for the
evaluation of the non-academic impact of RoE.
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c. Description:
Taylor-Powell and Boyd (2008) defined evaluation capacity building (ECB) as
…strengthening and sustaining an organization’s capacity to (1) design, implement, and
manage effective evaluation projects; (2) access, build, and use evaluative
knowledge and skills; (3) cultivate a spirit of continuous organizational learning,
improvement, and accountability; and (4) create awareness and support for program evaluation and self-evaluation as a performance improvement strategy (p.
56).
Evaluators and researchers on evaluation have generally discussed ECB as a front-end process in
which the evaluators’ specify methodological activities to influence program and organization
personnel’s evaluative practice directly and purposefully (e.g., Preskill & Boyle, 2008). In this
chapter, we will present ECB as more of a by-product of the continued interactions among program stakeholders and evaluators over the course of a project, rather than the result of a planned
design. We examine the ECB that occurred among both program personnel and junior evaluators. The ECB occurred during an evaluation of a three-year middle- and high-school inquirybased science teacher professional development project, entitled Teaching Science as Inquiry—
Aquatic Science (TSI-A), that was funded by the U. S. Department of Education’s Institute of
Education Sciences. The personnel who we profile include two marine scientists—DuncanSeraphin, the project principal investigator, and Philippoff, the project manager, called the development team —and two relatively junior evaluators—Harrison, the evaluation manager, and Vallin, the graduate assistant, called the evaluation team. The development team’s primary responsibilities were to prepare the project’s content and professional development activities. The evaluation team’s primary responsibilities were to work under the principal investigator in developing, validating, and administering data collection instruments, and in analyzing and reporting results.
The project was largely developmental, and, as a result, the evaluation was constantly adapting to the changing landscape, requiring a high level of interaction between the development
team and the evaluation team. As the project progressed, it was determined that some instruments needed to be added to the evaluation design and others needed to be revised. The development team assisted heavily in reviewing revisions to the evaluation plan, selecting instruments,
writing and revising instrument items, serving as content-validity experts, and scoring qualitative-item responses. We consider this type and degree of involvement to characterize a stakeholder-based evaluation (Cousins & Whitmore, 1998).
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The study of ECB as conducted to date used three methods applied sequentially over a period
of some weeks: an introductory focus group (facilitated by Lawton) of all the team members, as
well as the evaluation principal investigator; a follow-up peer debriefing session (facilitated by
Cooper); and the production, sharing, and discussion of each group’s written reflections. Peer
debriefing is a method of inquiry in which a disinterested peer explores aspects of research or
evaluation to help participants understand their disparate points of view and, ultimately, to
strengthen the credibility of a study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). We added the peer debriefing component because we wanted an outsider to help us dig deeper into the results of the first focus
group. We gathered the written reflections to allow the participants to ponder and describe their
discussion in the first two sessions and to provide the fodder for a rich discussion likely to produce nuanced findings about each individual’s ECB.
We began our research by examining the extent to which ECB occurred among the development team. In the focus group discussion, the two team members described how they were
trained zoologists who had some prior experience (Duncan-Seraphin) or formal training (Philippoff) in program evaluation but had come to realize in the TSI-A project that evaluation studies
are not always implemented as intended (Smith, 2012). This, at times, resulted in frustration and
some tension between the development team and the evaluation team. However, as the project
progressed and the development team became more involved in the discussion about the evaluation team’s plans and in instrument development, data collection, and the scoring of responses,
there was a shift in the development team’s knowledge, skills, and behavior about evaluation.
Thus, the focus group results yielded good evidence that the development team was thinking
more evaluatively. The shift in the development teams’ knowledge and skills also had a positive
effect on the evaluation, creating an environment of accountability and transparency. That is, as
the development team’s evaluation knowledge and skills increased, they became more inquiring
about the evaluation team’s decisions, which in turn required the evaluation team to provide
thorough descriptions and clear reasons about why certain choices were made.
In the peer-debriefing session group, the peer debriefer helped us examine the evaluation
teams’ ECB as well. The two evaluation team members were fairly new to conducting evaluations. The discussion began to uncover that, like the development team, the evaluation team was
also experiencing some misunderstanding about the process of conducting an evaluation—
particularly the number of changes that occurred in the initial evaluation plan—an occurrence
not uncommon to evaluations of development projects. This discovery helped provide a more
accurate and complete picture of ECB within the context of the TSI-A project.
In the third phase of the study, each member of the two teams prepared written reflections
describing (a) his or her experiences in the evaluation, (b) how the interactions among the team
members shaped their professional relationships, and (c) advice that they would give themselves
or to other novices if they could go back to the beginning of the evaluation. Two excerpts of reflections by a member of the development team and a member of the evaluation team, respectively, are examples highlighting the benefits that the evaluation had on ECB:
If I had to give advice to myself in the beginning of this project, or to another
novice, I would say that having a map doesn’t make the adventure less significant.
I would tell myself that a map might make the journey more meaningful, but
don’t beat yourself up if you have to do some extensive exploration before you
can create a useful map. Your work with the evaluation team will need to be more
extensive than planned in the proposal; next time plan for more interaction!
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If I were to go back in time and give my former self advice about this project,
I’d say, “It’ll work out. You’ll still have some outcome data to use for the evaluation. Be aware, though, that this is a development grant and that false starts with
instruments or construct definitions will undoubtedly occur.” I also would have
told my former self to invest in some good ol’ fashioned butcher paper and pens
to have the development team develop their logic model on their own before we
engage in construct-definition discussions. This might have ameliorated some of
the stress I felt and made my role more responsive. Still so much to learn. . . .
The final step of the third stage of our research, where the team members and peer debriefer
meet to discuss their reflections, has yet to be completed. In the meeting, the participants will
focus on how the ECB that occurred within each team affected the ECB of the other team. Together, the findings of the three stages of research will result in a full description of the changes
in the team members’ attitudes, behaviors, and knowledge that occurred as the project progressed, as well as how the relationships between them evolved over the project. The chapter
will strengthen the view about how stakeholder involvement can enhance the overall quality of
an evaluation of a project in development and will add to the literature by contributing a discussion of ECB among junior evaluators.
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c. Description
Evaluation practice has grown in leaps and bounds in recent years (Donaldson & Christie,
2006). As this nascent profession has moved towards a more mature profession, the pre-service
education and socialization of evaluators has been a recurring topic of interest. Periodic research
has been conducted on the universities that provide education and socialization for would-be
evaluators with the goal of describing and understanding what is really going on in evaluation
education (e.g. Altschuld, Engle, Cullen, Kim & Macce, 1994; Engle, Altschuld, & Kim, 2006;
LaVelle & Donaldson, 2010; May, Fleischer, Scheirer, & Cox, 1986). These descriptive studies
have added richness to the ongoing dialogue about what is taught, where it is taught, how it is
taught, and ultimately which academic credentials can be earned by participating in these programs. The aforementioned studies might be critiqued for their methodological limitations, most
significantly their overwhelming reliance on self-report surveys (for a full description, see
LaVelle & Donaldson, 2010). The studies also have been conceptually limited in that the researchers did not disentangle the course curricula from the degrees sought by the participants.
For example, the courses that lead to a master’s degree have not been reported separately from
the courses that lead to a doctoral degree; while some of the courses and degree requirements
might overlap, they are conceptually and practically different experiences. It is important to note
as well that master’s and doctoral degrees are all important contributions to the patchwork quilt
of evaluation practitioners and scholars, but they are not the only educational experiences available.
An understudied—some might argue neglected—educational experience is the certificate
program. This paper will provide a conceptual overview of the role certificate programs can play
in building a profession, as well as explore what criteria might be used to judge if a certificate
program should really be called an “evaluation certificate program” and worthy of inclusion in
the directories of evaluation education programs. Patterning itself after previous research conducted by LaVelle & Donaldson (2010), this study will apply an online search and analysis procedure and provide a snapshot of the dramatic rise in the number of evaluation certificate programs since the 1980s. More specifically, the researcher utilized the Boolean capabilities of the
Google Search Engine to search for the terms “MA or MS or Certificate or PhD: ‘evaluation’
.edu*” which told the search program to look for the terms “MA” or “MS” or “PhD” or “Certificate” on the same webpage as the term “evaluation” that ended in .edu*. This lent the researcher
the ability to look for university-based webpages both in the domestic United States and abroad.
When located, the researcher triangulated the curricular data on the webpages with the publicly
available information available on the university Registrar pages.
A preliminary analysis of the data suggests the presence of at least 37 evaluation certificate
programs operating in the United States during the 2011-12 academic year. These programs were
housed in a range of academic disciplines, including education, educational psychology, psychology, and public policy. In addition, several were officially housed in the Graduate School
rather than in a specific academic department. When analyzed in their entirety, the programs
ranged from 1.4 to 60 graduate credits, but not all would have met the official inclusion criteria
of “2 or more courses specifically in evaluation” (Altschuld et al., 1994; Engle et al., 2006;
LaVelle & Donaldson, 2010). However, examining the concentration or evaluation-specific
courses with the entirety of the set curriculum revealed an interesting result: on a per-credit basis,
certificate programs offer a much more concentrated dose of evaluation content (~33%) than either master’s degrees (~18%) or doctoral degrees (~13%) (LaVelle, dissertation study, forthcoming). Implications for further study and analysis will be discussed.
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c. Description
“If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would it?”
- Albert Einstein
Attempting to predict the future trends of a field is a challenging task given shifting priorities, technological developments, and the emergence of unexpected ideas that can shift the foundation of what we think we know. One way of dealing with this challenge is to present trends in
the field and discuss their future implications, while embedding beliefs and hopes for the future.
For example, one of the current trends in the field is a relatively high interest in accessing research on evaluation (RoE) topics (Szanyi, Azzam, & Galen 2012). However, the same study
showed there was less interest in actually doing RoE by the evaluation community at large. Given this high level of interest in RoE products (demand) but relatively low interest in producing
RoE (supply), it could be hoped that this would lead to increased future funding for RoE, in25

creased community recognition of RoE efforts, and hopefully this would also increase the quality
and quantity of RoE-based knowledge and practices within the evaluation community. The direction of these future RoE efforts can span a wide variety of topics, and the following paragraphs
will present likely domains and developments that can influence the future supply and demand
for RoE. Within each domain, I will highlight current trends, their implications, and discuss the
advantages that can emerge from these future pursuits.
RoE and the Theory-to-Practice gap
Understanding how RoE integrates into daily evaluation practice is an area ripe for continued
development and one that would offer the largest potential impact on the community. Christie
(2003) observed that “the scarcity of empirical research on evaluation can be partially explained,
perhaps, by evaluation’s inherently pragmatic, rather than empirical aim” (p. 8). Although this
statement is true, other pragmatic professional organizations, such as medicine, devote ample
resources and effort into empirically testing new ideas, disseminating findings to working professionals, and studying the implications of adoption across the profession and identifying issues
and correcting them (Torpy, Lynm & Glass, 2009). This model creates a constant feedback loop
to help inform practice and develop theory. At this stage in our professional development, there
is a gap between theory and practice, and the loop connecting theory to practice is barely present
(Christie, 2003). Efforts to connect theory to practice have been recently conducted, with Miller
and Campbell’s (2006) study of the implementation of empowerment evaluation in practice being the most notable example. The findings of this suggested that empowerment evaluation was
misinterpreted in practice. This has significant implications for the continued development of
empowerment evaluation and should lead to more clarity and concrete operationalization of the
concepts used in empowerment evaluation. However, this has yet to occur in any meaningful
way, as we do not know how the community of empowerment evaluation practitioners has adjusted their practice in response to this study. This broken feedback loop requires urgent RoE
attention if we are to increase the impact of theory on practice and the impact of practice on society.
Multidisciplinarity and the Impact of Evaluation on Society
Evaluation has evolved from multiple disciplinary perspectives, including education, psychology, sociology, and philosophy (Shadish, Cook, and Leviton, 1990). The influence of these
fields is noticeable in the myriad of approaches and theories that have developed over the years.
Further integration of these various disciplinary approaches is needed to push the field forward.
More specifically, I anticipate that the only way to understand the impact of evaluation on society (Mark, Henry & Julnes, 2000) is through the systematic use of multidisciplinary methods and
approaches and perspectives. Economic approaches could be used to develop models to predict
the efficiency associated with policy evaluations, psychologists could examine the mental benefits that are associated with the evaluative process, or sociologists could examine a host of indicators of well-being in evaluation oriented communities. Although some of these examples may
appear farfetched, at their core they are meant to push us to think about the value and impact of
evaluation from multiple viewpoints. The “impact of evaluation” was identified by the American
Evaluation Association members as the most important RoE question for the community (Szanyi
et. al., 2012), and I believe that the only way to begin answering this question is through collaborative efforts across disciplines. This can potentially be achieved through the formation and funding of collaborative efforts and teams to work on a particular evaluation issues.
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RoE and Technological Developments
Technological developments can also help shape the future or RoE for years to come. Recent
developments in new data collection tools such as on-line surveys, social network analysis,
qualitative data visualization, and a host of other tools have transformed evaluator practice.
However, there are new technological developments that can contribute directly to the creation
of new evaluation theories and methods. I think that the most promising development is the use
of crowdsourcing for the recruitment of paid participants to complete specific tasks (Azzam &
Jacobson, in press). This tool can help the field expand RoE efforts and develop a research agenda that is evaluation-centric. Imagine having access to thousands of people who are nearly representative of the general US population (or perhaps an international sample) and being able to include them throughout the evaluation process. From a methodological development perspective,
this access can be used to verify the reliability of different survey measures, have them rate the
quality of graphical displays in evaluation reports, translate texts, and even include them as part
of the evaluation design. The later example was recently demonstrated in a study that tested the
viability of crowdsourcing as a source for creating matched comparison groups (Azzam & Jacobson, in press). This study showed how crowdsourcing could be used to contribute to the design of evaluations when there is a lack of an adequate comparison group. The strengths and limitations of this tool have yet to be determined, and future studies should be conducted to see if
this resource can be used in the development of other methodological approaches such as prepost designs, regression discontinuity, interrupted time series, and so forth. We also have yet to
know if this tool can be used for the analysis of qualitative data and information. What would
happen if 1,000 people were asked to code an interview transcript? How reliable and valid would
their aggregated responses be? Under what conditions would their codes be irrelevant or relevant? These are some of the preliminary questions that need to be investigated if we are to develop new methodological approaches for the evaluation field.
Crowdsourcing can also be used for theory development by helping us test assumptions
about the public’s values, reactions, and perspectives to the evaluation process. If we are consistently told that our profession is ultimately accountable to the public (Scriven, 1991), then this
resource allows us direct access to that public. For example, studies could be conducted to determine the factors that increase/decrease an evaluation’s perceived credibility in the public eye.
Studies can also be conducted to see the value placed on different outcomes by the general population (e.g., is a 10% increase in a particular social outcome enough?). Such a study can help us
determine the significance of a finding by setting a bar that is derived from public perceptions. In
essence, we would be able to use the talents of many to conduct a “fleet of studies” (Cronbach et
al., 1980) on our own practices and assumptions. I hope that through this approach we can begin
to develop an evaluation theory that is more descriptive in nature and that can be applied across
multiple contexts.
RoE and Future Generations
Finally, I would like to discuss the role of evaluator training and RoE. I believe that there is a
renewed focus on RoE in many of the academic institutions that train evaluators. If this personal
observation is true and this trend continues, I hope that this will signify a more optimistic future
for the quality and quantity of RoE in our field and its impact on evaluation practice. I am very
excited about the prospect and future of RoE, and I think that we can continue to build a wealth
of knowledge and help evaluators make decisions that are more influenced by empirical evidence
than by trial and error.
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